IGT’s Mobile Comp
Issue Comps Anywhere

Serve your guests at the first point of contact with IGT’s Mobile Comp. Used in conjunction with Mobile Host, Mobile Comp lets hosts create comps and make adjustments for players on the fly, without interrupting play.

Now your hosts can adjust points and Xtra Credit® balances right from their device. Players get immediate satisfaction and fast service, all while keeping your players club lines short.

Hosts can also issue comps on mobile. Any comp you have listed in your IGT Advantage® system is available for your hosts on Mobile Comp. Hosts can see a player’s current balances to give the comp, issue the comp, and adjust any comp balances all in a few taps.

Benefits
• Expedite comp requests for increased time on device
• Retain players before they leave
• Use comps more effectively to increase player loyalty

Features
• Make adjustments to points, comp balance or Xtra Credit® non-cashable credits on the fly to maximize player time on device
• Issue primary comps and adjust point balances where the guest is playing to encourage player retention

Empower your hosts with Mobile Comp. Talk to your IGT representative today.

Visit igt.com to learn more
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